Fast moving texture has opposite effects on the perceived speed of visible and occluded object trajectories.
In a series of psychophysical experiments, we altered the perceived speed of a spot (target) using a grayscale texture moving in the same (iso-motion) or opposite (anti-motion) direction of the target. In Experiment 1, using a velocity discrimination task (2IFC), the target moved in front of the texture and was perceived faster with anti-motion than iso-motion texture. The integration and segregation of motion signals in high-level motion areas may have accounted for the illusion. In Experiment 2, by asking observers to estimate the time-to-contact (TTC) with a bar indicating the end of the invisible trajectory, we showed that this illusory visible speed, due to anti- (iso-) texture, reduced (increased) the subsequent estimated duration of occluded target trajectory. However, in Experiment 3, when the target disappeared behind the iso-motion texture, the TTC was estimated shorter than anti- and static textures. In Experiment 4, using an interruption paradigm, we found negative Point of Subjective Equalities (PSEs) with iso-motion but not static texture, suggesting that iso-motion led to overestimation of the hidden speed. However, sensitivity to target speed differences, as assessed by JNDs and d'values was not affected. Results of Experiments 3 and 4 indicate that only the iso-texture affected the estimated target speed, but with opposite polarity compared to visible motion, suggesting a different origin of speed bias. Because our results show that visuospatial tracking was facilitated by the fast iso-motion, we conclude that motion of the occluded target was tracked by shifting visuospatial attention.